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This invention relates to a sock of the footlet type 
which is adapted to be worn inside of a shoe and to be 
substantially covered thereby. More particularly, the 
present footlet sock is adapted to be worn with low-cut 
shoes, such as those normally worn by women golfers, 
and the sock is provided with a support tab that is adapted 
to roll upon itself and engage the upper rear portion of 
the shoe to prevent the rear portion of the sock from 
sliding down into the shoe. 

There are many different kinds of footlet type socks 
presently available that are adapted to be worn inside 
of the shoe and to be substantially covered thereby. 
One type requires that the material be cut or trimmed 
to form the foot receiving opening and then the cut 
edge is bound to prevent raveling while an elastic band 
is secured to the opening to permit stretchability and to 
attempt to prevent the footlet from sliding down into 
the shoe. Other types of footlets have been knit by hand 
with cuffs that fold down over the top of the shoe to 
prevent the sock from slipping down into the shoe, how 
ever, the high cost of hand-knit footlets has prohibited 
their widespread use. Also, short-top socks have been 
knit on circular hosiery knitting machines and sold as 
a footlet type sock to be worn and substantially covered 
by the shoe, however, these prior footlets tend to work 
down into the shoe when worn. 
With the foregoing in mind, it is a primary object 

of the present invention to provide a footlet sock that can 
be economically manufactured on a circular hosiery knit 
ting machine and which has a stretchable upper selvage 
edge and a heel support tab that is adapted to roll upon 
itself to prevent the rear portion of the footlet from 
sliding downwardly into the heel of the shoe. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
a footlet sock of the type described in which terry loops 
are provided in selected portions to provide added com 
fort to the wearer. 

It is a more specific object of the present invention 
to provide a footlet type sock of the type described 
wherein the stretchable upper selvage edge includes a 
plurality of rounds of an elastic strand inlaid in the 
initial stitch loops of the knit fabric surrounding the 
foot receiving opening and wherein the rounds of elastic 
serve to roll the fabric down upon itself around the rear 
of the heel to prevent the rear portion of the footlet from 
sliding down into the shoe and to also serve to roll the 
fabric upon itself in an area extending across the upper 
front part of the footlet to prevent direct engagement 
of the rounds of elastic yarn with the top of the foot. 
Some of the objects of the invention having been stated, 

other objects will appear as the description proceeds, when 
taken in connection with the accompanying drawings, 
in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of a foot with a low 

cut shoe thereon and showing one form of footlet Sock 
on the foot and substantially covered by the shoe with 
the front and rear upper edge portions rolled down; 
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical sec 

tional view taken substantially along the line 2-2 in 
FIGURE 1 and illustrating how the support tab at the 
rear portion of the sock rolls down upon itself and over 
the upper rear edge of the heel portion of the shoe to 
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2 
prevent the rear portion of the footlet from sliding down 
wardly into the shoe; 
FIGURE 3 is a side elevation of the footlet sock, re 

moved from the foot and in flattened condition, with the 
portions at the front and rear of the foot receiving open 
ing rolled down; 
FIGURE 4 is a fragmentary perspective view of the 

portion of the footlet sock surrounding the foot receiving 
opening with the front and rear portions rolled down; 
FIGURE 5 is a view similar to FIGURE 4 but show 

ing the heel support tab and front portion of the Selvage 
edge unrolled and held in straight condition, for illus 
trative purposes; 
FIGURE 6 is a schematic view of the inside rear por 

tion of the footlet sock as it would appear if slit down 
the top of the foot and along the gore lines of the heel 
pocket; 
FIGURE 7 is a view similar to FIGURE 5 but show 

ing a second form of footlet sock wherein the partial 
courses of the heel support tab are progressively varied 
in length; and 
FIGURE 8 is a view similar to FIGURE 6 but sche 

matically illustrating the second form of footlet sock. 
One preferred form of footlet sock is shown in FIG 

URES 1-6 and, as shown in FIGURE 1, the footlet sock 
is adapted to be substantially covered by a low-cut shoe 
S so that only the small portion surrounding the foot 
receiving opening is exposed. In the drawings, the out 
side of the footlet is lined to show the direction in which 
the wales extend and the inside of the footlet is lined 
to show the direction in which the courses extend. 
The sock includes a foot portion (FIGURE 3) hav 

ing a toe pocket 10, a heel pocket 11 and a seamless 
tubular portion connecting the toe and heel pockets. The 
lower half of the seamless tubular portion defines a sole 
portion indicated at 12 and the upper half defines an in 
step portion indicated at 13. The toe of the footlet is 
closed in any suitable manner, such as by a looping or 
sewing operation along the line 14. The footlet also 
includes a narrow ankle portion 15 that extends around 
the upper portion of the footlet and located between the 
dash-dot lines 16, 17 of FIGURE 5. 
A support tab, broadly indicated at T, extends Sub 

stantially halfway around the rear portion of the footlet 
and is positioned above the heel pocket 11. As best 
shown in FIGURE 5, a plurality of rounds of an elastic 
strand 18 are inlaid in and encircled by stitch loops 20 
of that portion of the upper course of the angle portion 
15 which extends above the instep portion 13. The 
rounds of elastic strand 18 are also inlaid in and en 
circled by stitch loops. 21 of the uppermost partial course 
of the support tab T. 

It is to be understood that the support tab T will not 
normally stand up, as shown in FIGURE 5, since the 
Tounds of elastic strand 18 contract within the encircling 
stitch loops 20, 21 of the body yarn. Thus, the forward 
most ends of the support tab T are drawn down substan 
tially level with the dash-dot line 16 (FIGURE 5) by the 
elastic strands 18 and cause the tab T to roll downwardly 
upon itself, as best shown in FIGURE 2, and over the 
upper edge of the heel portion of the shoe S to prevent the 
rear portion of the footlet from sliding downwardly into 
the shoe. The contracting of the inlaid rounds of elastic 
strand 18 also cause the medial portion of the upper edge 
of the complete courses 15 to roll outwardly and upon 
itself. across the instep, as shown in FIGURES 1, 3 and 
4 so that the elastic strands 18 are cushioned by a layer 
of fabric and do not come into direct contact with the top 
of the foot of the wearer. 

In order to provide additional comfort and to enhance 
the appearance of the footlet, certain portions of the foot 
let are preferably provided with terry loops L which may 
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be formed in the conventional manner by drawing the 
terry yarn over the nibs of the sinkers while the body 
yarn stitch loops are drawn over the regular throat posi 
tion of the sinkers. In the form of footlet shown in 
FIGURES 1-6, the terry loops L are formed on the inner 
surface of the support tab T, in an area of the complete 
courses of the ankle portion 15 above the instep 3, and 
in the inner surface of the foot, including the heel pocket 
11, the sole 12 and the toe 10. 
The footlet is preferably knit on a circular hosiery 

knitting machine which is capable of knitting with both 
rotary and reciprocatory motion of the needle cylinder. 
FIGURE 6 schematically illustrates the manner in which 
the footlet is knit and will be referred to in describing the 
method of knitting this type of footlet sock. To begin 
the knitting of the footlet, the elastic strand 18 is alter 
nately fed in front of and behind the needles of the 
knitting machine without knitting for 10 to 12 revolutions 
of the needle cylinder. Thus, these 10 or 12 rounds of 
elastic strands, preferably a covered rubber yarn, are 
held on the needles, behind alternate. needles and in front 
of intervening needles. 
The needle cylinder then begins to reciprocate and that 

half of the needles which are to knit the top or instep 
13 of the footlet are switched to an idle level while the 
other half of the needles which are to knit the support 
tab T, remain at an active level. As the needle cyl 
inder is reciprocated the body yarn is fed to the active 
needles and as the stitch loops 21 of the first partial course 
are formed, the rounds of elastic strand 18 are shed from 
these needles and the body yarn stitch loops 21 are 
formed around and encircle the rounds of elastic strand 
18. The rounds of elastic strand 18 still remain held by 
the inactive needles while the support tab T is being knit. 
With continued reciprocation of the needle cylinder, 

a partial course is knit on all of the active needles with 
each Swing of the needle cylinder to form the desired 
height to the support tab T. On an 84 needle machine, 
it has been found that 16 partial courses are sufficient 
to provide the desired height, however, it is to be under 
stood that this number may be varied. During the 
knitting of the partial courses of the support tab. T, the 
body and terry yarns are both fed to the needles and the 
body yarn stitch loops are formed over the usual stitch 
drawing edges at the throats of the sinkers while the 
terry loops L are formed over the nibs of the sinkers. 
The machine then again switches to rotate the needle 

cylinder and the complete courses in the ankle portion 15 
are formed. As the first complete course is formed, 
along the dash-dot line 16 in FIGURES 5 and 6, the 
instep needles (having been at the inactive level during 
the knitting of the support tab T) are switched to active 
level to pick up and knit the body yarn so that the rounds 
of elastic strand 18 are shed from these needles and the 
body yarn Stitch loops 20 are formed around and en 
circle the rounds of elastic strand 18. During the 
knitting of the complete coures of the ankle portion 15, 
the sinkers adjacent those needles which knit a medial 
Section at the front of the foot receiving opening are 
moved inwardly between the needles at an earlier stage 
at the knitting station to form a section of terry loops 
L. It has been found that 8 complete courses is sufficient 
for the ankle portion 15. 
Upon completion of the knitting of the ankle portion 

15, along the dash-dot line 17, the machine is again 
Switched to reciprocatory motion and the instep needles 
are Switched to an inactive level. The heel pocket 11 is 
then knit with reciprocation of the needle cylinder, be 
ginning on approximately half of the needles and gradu 
ally reducing the number of needles knitting in succes 
sive partial courses in a narrowing operation to form the 
narrowed gusset, indicated at 11a in FIGURE 6. It is 
also preferred that terry loops L be formed during the 
knitting of the heel pocket 11. 
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4. 
The narrowing operation is followed by a widening 

operation in which the number of needles knitting in suc 
ceeding partial courses is gradually increased to form the 
widened gusset, indicated at 11b in FIGURE 6. As the 
needles are gradually brought back into active level, the 
end most stitch loops of the narrowed gusset 11a are joined 
to the endmost stitch loops of the narrowed gusset 11b 
along the gore line indicated at 24 in FIGURES 3, 4 and 
5. A few additional partial widened courses are then 
formed and the endmost stitch loops are joined to the 
Stitch loops of the last complete course of the ankle por 
tion 15, along a suture line 25, that extends along the 
dash-dot line 7 in FIGURE 5. 

All of the needles are then switched to active level as the 
needle cylinder again rotates to knit the seamless tubular 
foot portion of complete courses. During the circular 
knitting of the sole and instep portions 12 and 13, the 
sinkers are controlled to form terry loops L in the sole 
portion 12, extending from the dotted line 26 in FIGURE 
3 and beneath the foot to a similar line on the opposite 
side. After the desired length of foot is knit, the toe 
pocket 10 is knit with reciprocation of the needle cylinder, 
preferably with terry loops on the inside. The narrowed 
and widened gussets of the toe are joined together along 
gore lines at opposite sides, as indicated at 27 in FIGURE 
3. After the toe is competed, the needle cylinder is again 
rotated and a few complete courses, usually referred to as 
loopers rounds, are formed. These loopers rounds are cut 
away during the looping or sewing operation to close the 
toe along the line 14 in FIGURE 3. 
The modified form of footlet shown in FIGURES 7 and 

8 is of the same basic construction as the first form of foot 
let shown in FIGURES 1-6 and corresponding parts will 
bear the same reference characters with the prime notation 
added. In the footlet shown in FIGURE 7, the partial 
courses of the Support tab T' are fashioned or varied in 
length SO that opposite ends of the support tab T are 
tapered. The tapered ends of the support tab T may be 
formed by a narrowing and/or widening of the partial 
courses of the support tab T. 

In the footlet of FIGURE 7, the initial stitch loops 21 
of the first partial course of the tab Tsurround or encircle 
the inlaid elastic strands 18 around the rear portion of 
the foot receiving opening and Succeeding partial courses 
of the tab T are progressively decreased in length down 
to the dash-dot line 16', where the complete courses of the 
ankle portion 15' begin. As schematically shown in FIG 
URE 8, the decreasing length of the partial courses of 
the tab T' forms a narrowed section having terry loops L' 
on the inner face. As the support tab T is formed, the 
endmost Stitch loops of the partial courses in the narrowed 
Section are held on the idled needles until the first full 
Course of the angle portion 15 is formed. As this first 
full course of the ankle portion 15 is formed, the idled 
needles are all brought back to active level so that the end 
most Stitch loops of the narrowed partial courses of the 
tab T are joined to the stitch loops of the first partial 
course to draw the opposite tapered ends of the support 
tabT down to the level of the first complete course of the 
ankle portion 15. 

In this modified form of footlet, it is also preferred that 
two separate Sections of terry loops L be formed during 
the knitting of the complete courses of the ankle portion 
15. One Section of terry loops L' is formed across the 
instep and the other section is formed in a medial portion 
at the rear and beneath the tab T to cushion and further 
ES the heel against the upper edge of the heel of the 
SOe S. 

The heel pocket 1' of the footlet shown in FIGURES 
7 and 8 is formed in a slightly different manner from the 
heel pocket of the first form of footlet. In the heel pocket 
11, the narrowed gusset 11a' and the widened gusset 11b' 
are the same and they are joined together along single gore 
lines 24' on each side of the footlet, only one being shown 
in FIGURE 7. The sole and instep portions 12, and the 
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toe are knit in the same manner as the corresponding parts 
of the first form of footlet. 

Thus, in both forms of footlet, the rounds of elastic 
strand are inlaid in the stitch loops of the first partial 
course of the support tab as well as in the stitch loops of 
that portion of the first circular course of the ankle por 
tion which extends around the front and top of the foot. 
The inlaid rounds of elastic strand provide an elastic sel 
wage edge or make-up which defines the opening in the 
footlet sock that is adapted to receive the foot of the 
wearer. The footlets can be economically knit on conven 
tional circular hosiery knitting machinery with very little 
modification and they require no sewing or further finish 
ing around the foot opening. The footlets are thus auto 
matically completed on the knitting machine, except for 
closing the toe pocket by forming a looper line or seaming. 
The contracted rounds of elastic strand in the selvage 
upper edge of the footlet cause the material to roll down 
upon itself at the rear and front portions of the opening 
to form attractive rolls with the terry loops on the outside. 
The contracted rounds of elastic strand also hold the sup 
port tab in this downwardly rolled condition to prevent the 
rear portion of the footlet from working down into the 
shoe. 

Attractive patterns can be formed by using body and/or 
terry yarns of different color to knit the support tab T and 
other portions of the footlet. It is to be understood that 
the terry loops can be provided in any desired portion of 
the footlet and any desired type of heel and/or toe pocket 
may be knit. The length and height of the support tab 
may be varied substantially from that shown, as well as 
the number of complete courses formed in the ankle por 
tion. 

In the drawings and specification there have been set 
forth preferred embodiments of the invention and, al 
though specific terms are employed, they are used in a 
generic and descriptive sense only, and not for purposes of 
limitation, the scope of the invention being defined in the 
claims. 
We claim: 
1. A knit footlet type sock adapted to be worn inside 

of a low-cut shoe and to be substantially covered thereby, 
said footlet sock comprising 

(a) a foot portion including a toe portion, a heel em 
bracing portion, and a seamless tubular portion con 
necting said toe and heel portions, the lower half of 
said seamless tubular portion defining a sole portion 
and the upper half defining an instep portion, 

(b) an ankle portion comprising a few complete courses 
connected to said instep portion and said heel embrac 
ing portion and extending upwardly therefrom, 

(c) a support tab connected at one end to the portion of 
the upper course of the ankle portion positioned 
above said heel embracing portion, said support tab 
comprising a plurality of partial courses, and 

(d) a plurality of rounds of an elastic strand inlaid in 
the stitch loops of the portion of the upper course of 
the ankle portion positioned above said instep portion, 
said rounds of elastic strand also being inlaid in the 
stitch loops of the terminal partial course of Said Sup 
port tab and forming an elastic selvage edge defining 
an opening in said footlet sock adapted to receive the 
foot of the wearer therethrough, sad elastic selvage 
edge serving to roll said support tab down upon itself 
and over the upper edge of the heel portion of the 
shoe to prevent the rear portion of the footlet from 
sliding downwardly into the shoe. 

2. A footlet type sock according to claim 1 wherein 
said partial courses of said Support tab are each the same 
length. 

3. A footlet type sock according to claim wherein 
said partial courses of said support tab successively vary 
in length. 

4. A footlet type sock according to claim 2 wherein said 
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partial courses of said support tab extend substantially 
half the distance around the foot receiving opening. 

5. A footlet type sock according to claim 3 wherein 
said partial courses of said support tab progressively de 
crease in length from said terminal partial course to said 
upper course of said ankle portion, and wherein the end 
most stitch loops of said partial courses are connected to 
the stitch loops of said upper course of said angle por 
tion. 

6. A knit footlet type sock adapted to be worn inside 
of a low-cut shoe and to be substantially covered thereby, 
said footlet sock comprising 

(a) a foot portion including a toe pocket, a heel 
pocket, and a seamless tubular portion connecting 
said toe and heel pockets, the lower half of said 
seamless tubular portion defining a sole portion and 
the upper half defining an instep portion, 

(b) an angle portion comprising a few complete courses 
connected to Said instep portion and said heel pocket 
and extending upwardly therefrom, 

(c) a support tab connected at one end to the portion 
of the upper course of the ankle portion positioned 
above said heel pocket, said support tab comprising 
a plurality of partial courses of equal length, said 
partial courses extending substantially half the dis 
tance around the said upper course of said ankle 
portion, 

(d) terry loops projecting from the inner face of said 
support tab, and . 

(e) a plurality of rounds of an elastic strand inlaid 
in the stitch loops of the portion of the upper course 
of the ankle portion positioned above said instep 
portion, said rounds of elastic strand also being 
inlaid in the stitch loops of the terminal partial course 
of said Support tab and forming an elastic selvage 
edge defining an opening in said footlet sock adapted 
to receive the foot of the wearer therethrough, said 
elastic Selvage edge serving to roll said support tab 
outwardly and down upon itself to expose said terry 
loops over the upper edge of the heel portion of the 
shoe and to prevent the rear portion of the footlet 
from sliding downwardly into the shoe. 

7. A footlet type sock according to claim 6 wherein 
terry loops are provided on the inner face of the por 
tion of said ankle portion opposite said support tab, and 
wherein said elastic Selvage edge also serves to roll the 
upper edge of the instep portion of said ankle portion 
outwardly upon itself to expose said terry loops and to 
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provide a cushion of fabric between the rounds of elastic 
strand and the instep of the wearer.. 

8. A knit footlet type sock adapted to be worn inside 
of a low-cut shoe and to be substantially covered thereby, 
said footlet sock comprising 

(a) a foot portion including a toe pocket, a heel 
pocket, and a seamless tubular portion connecting 
Said toe and heel pockets, the lower half of said 
Seamless tubular portion defining a sole portion and 
the upper half defining an instep portion, 

(b) an ankle portion comprising a few completed 
courses connected to said instep portion and said 
heel pocket and extending upwardly therefrom, 

(c) a support tab connected at one end to the portion 
of the upper course of the ankle portion positioned 
above said heel pocket, said support tab comprising a 
plurality of partial courses of progressively increas 
ing length from said upper course of said ankle por 
tion to the terminal partial course at the upper end 
of Said support tab, said terminal partial course ex 
tending substantially half the distance around said 
upper course of Said ankle portion, and the end most 
Stitch loops of said partial courses being connected to 
the Stitch loops of said upper course of said ankle 
portion, 

(d) terry loops projecting from the inner face of said 
Support tab, and 
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(e) a plurality of rounds of an elastic strand inlaid in 
the stitch loops of the portion of the upper course 
of the ankle portion positioned above said instep 
portion, said rounds of elastic strand also being inlaid 
in the stitch loops of said terminal partial course of 
said support tab and forming an elastic Selvage edge 
defining an opening in said footlet sock adapted to 
receive the foot of the wearer therethrough, said 
elastic selvage edge serving to roll said support tab 
outwardly and down upon itself to expose said terry 
loops over the upper edge of the heel portion of the 
shoe and to prevent the rear portion of the footlet 
from sliding downwardly into the shoe. 

9. A footlet type sock according to claim 8 wherein 
terry loops are provided on the inner face of the portion 
of said ankle portion opposite said support tab, and where 
in said elastic Selvage edge also serves to roll the upper 
edge of the instep portion of said ankle portion outwardly 
upon itself to expose said terry loops and to provide a 
cushion of fabric between the rounds of elastic strand 
and the instep of the wearer. 

10. A method of forming a footlet type sock adapted 
to be worn inside of a low-cut shoe and to be substan 
tially covered thereby, said footlet sock including a sup 
port tab adapted to roll down upon itself and over the 
upper edge of the heel portion of the shoe to prevent 
the rear portion of the footlet from sliding downwardly 
into the shoe, asid method comprising the steps of 

(a) forming a plurality of rounds of an elastic strand, 
(b) knitting an initial partial course with the stitch 

loops encircling the rounds of elastic strand, 
(c) knitting a plurality of partial courses to form the 
support tab, 

(d) knitting an initial complete course with the Stich 
loops in one section thereof being connected to the 
stitch loops of the last partial course of the Support 
tab and stitch loops opposite said one section en 
circling the rounds of elastic strand, 

(e) knitting a few additional complete courses to form 
an ankle portion, 

(f) knitting fashioned partial courses and forming a 
heel pocket while connecting the stitch loops of the 
first partial course of the heel pocket to the Stitch 
loops of a portion of the last course of the ankle 
portion positioned beneath the Support tab, 

(g) knitting a plurality of complete courses to form 
a tubular foot portion connected at one end to the 
last partial course of the heel pocket and to the Stitch 
loops in that portion of the last course of the ankle 
portion opposite said one section, and 

(h) knitting fashioned partial courses and forming a 
toe pocket connected to the other end of said tubular 
foot portion. 

11. A method according to claim 10 wherein each of 
the partial courses formed in steps (b) and (c) are knit 
of the same length. 

12. A method according to claim 10 wherein the partial 
courses formed in steps (b) and (c) are progressively 
decreased in length. 

13. A method of forming a footlet type sock on a 
circular knitting machine having a needle cylinder with 
needles supported for independent movement therein and 
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3. 
means for selectively rotating and reciprocating the needle: 
cylinder, the footlet type sock being adapted to be worn. 
inside of a low-cut shoe and to be substantially covered 
thereby, said footlet sock including a support tab adapted 
to roll down upon itself and over the upper edge of the 
heel portion of the shoe to prevent the rear portion of 
the footlet from sliding downwardly into the shoe, said 
method comprising the steps of 

(a) rotating the needle cylinder while inlaying several 
rounds of an elastic strand alternately in front of 
and behind the needles, 

(b) reciprocating the needle cylinder while 
(1) knitting an initial partial course on a group 
of adjacent needles comprising substantially half 
the needles while forming stitch loops encircling 
the rounds of elastic strand, and 

(2) knitting a plurality of additional partial 
courses on said group of needles to complete the 
support tab, 

(3) while continuing to hold the rounds of elastic 
strand on the remaining needles, 

(c) Totating the needle cylinder while 
(1) knitting an initial complete course on all the 

needles while connecting the stitch loops formed 
on said group of needles to the stitch loops of 
the last partial course of the support tab and 
forming stitch loops on the remaining needles 
encircling the rounds of elastic strand, and 

(2) knitting additional complete courses to form 
an ankle portion, 

(d) reciprocating the needle cylinder and forming a 
heel pocket on said group of needles by knitting 
fashioned partial courses, 

(e) rotating the needle cylinder and forming a tubular 
foot portion on all the needles, and 

(f) reciprocating the needle cylinder and forming a 
toe pocket on Substantially half of the needles by 
knitting fashioned partial courses. 

14. A method according to claim 13 wherein each of 
the partial courses formed in the support tab are knit of 
the same length. 

15. A method according to claim 13 wherein the partial 
courses formed in the support tab are progressively de 
creased in length. 
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